
Abstract
Objectives: The system which is under the control of Bot master is called Bot. Botnet refers to the network of bots. 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) Botnet use HTTP protocol for communication. Findings: HTTP Botnet is difficult to de-
tect since their features are somewhat similar to normal HTTP traffic1. Genetic algorithm Based detection method results 
in better analysis of botnet attacks. However, it sets the initialization pool by picking the values randomly and can assure 
only less false positive rate. Novelty: This paper proposes System Dynamics (SD) based Genetic Algorithm for improving 
the efficiency of Genetic algorithm and hence the botnet detection.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays cyber-attacks are increasing day by day and it 
is caused by Botnet. Botnet is a collection of compromised 
systems under the control of Bot master.

A representation of history of malicious botnets is 
shown in Figure 12. The proposed system uses SD based 
genetic algorithm for defending HTTP Botnet attacks. 
The system consist of a packet capturing module, layered 
detection module, genetic algorithm module, firewall fil-
tering module and a SD module. The incoming packets 
from external network are captured by packet capturing 
module. Then packet capturing module will give these 
packets to layered detection module. A Layered detection 
module consists of different layers. The function of each 
layer to identify attack based on threshold values. Genetic 
Algorithm is used to calculate the threshold values for 
each layer. 

In Automated Layered Detection, manual threshold 
values drive the system. Efficiency of the system depends 
on the manual threshold value3.

Initialization, selection, mutation, crossover and best 
n selection are different phases of Genetic algorithm.

Degree of periodic repeatability can be used to check 
whether the respective sender is bot or not, but the time 
complexity will be more7–9. Choi proposed detection of 
botnet by analysing traffic and made the comparison 
between Bot traffic and legitimate traffic10–12. 

Genetic algorithm generates the individuals fitting for 
the current envornment14–16. It generates the results with 
high false positive rate. Various types of Genetic algo-
rithms are there. Depending up on the application type 
of genetic algorithm will be selected18,19. Simple genetic 
algorithm, Parallel Genetic Algorithm (PGA), Distributed 
Genetic Algorithm (DGA), adaptive genetic algorithm, 
messy genetic algorithm and so on20,21. Fuzzy knowledge 
base can be used to calculate such as population size, 
crossover rate and mutation rate22. 

2. Proposed System

2.1. Problem Statement
HTTP botnet use HTTP protocol for communication. 
Different steps in Botnet attack are given in Figure 2. 
But this HTTP traffic features are somewhat similar to 
ordinary traffic (features of tcp packets). Hence it is very 
difficult to detect.
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2.3.1 Packet Capturing Module
When the packets arrive at the system these packets are 
captured by packet capturing module based on the fire-
wall lists and given to detection module.

2.3.2 Layered HTTP Botnet Detection
The proposed system uses 4 layers. Each layer maintains 
a specific genetic threshold value. Packet count is com-
pared against threshold value. Attack is reported if count 
is larger than the threshold value. Flow chart is given in 
Figure 4.

2.3.3 Genetic Algorithm Module
The step of Genetic Algorithm is shown Figure 5. Different 
steps are.

2.2. Solution Methodology
The proposed system makes use of SD based genetic algo-
rithm approach for HTTP botnet defence.

In Genetic Algorithm based Layered detection initial-
ization pool is set up picking the values randomly. Hence 
it can assure only less false positive rate. So a system for 
setting the initialization pool is highly required. 

The SD is a method invented by American 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Professor J.W. 
Forrester. 

Different steps in SD are23,24:

Generate the casual loop diagram by analyzing the 1. 
problem.
Defining the system variables and establishing the 2. 
stock and flow diagram.
Designing SD equation3. 
Setting model parameter and start the simulation4. 

2.3. Schematic Model
A block diagram model of SD based Genetic Algorithm 
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1. History of malicious bots mathew.

Figure 2. Botnet attack mathew.

Figure 3. SD based genetic algorithm for HTTP botnet 
detection mathew.

Figure 4. Layered detection module mathew.
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tion and assign ranks to these rows. Then sort these rows 
according to their ranks. 

These four steps will be executed for n number of 
times. Result will be more optimized as we increase the 
number of iterations.

2.4 SD Module 
In this system, SD module is used to set the initialization 
pool. Steps are:

2.4.1 Causal Loop Diagram 
Casual loop diagram of botnet attack detection is given in 
Figure 6. Success refers to the probability of getting cor-
rect result using the particular threshold. Failure means 
the probability of getting incorrect results. Rank is calcu-
lated using the equation. 

 
( )

n
FailureSuccess

Weight
Rank −=

 (1)

2.4.2 Stock and Flow Diagram 
The stock and flow diagram of bot attack is shown in 
Figure 7. There are three state variables in all. SUCCESS, 
FAILURE, TOTAL .RANK/WEIGHT, an auxiliary vari-
able, as per Eqn.1. SCT is the success rate. FLT is the 
failure rate.

2.5 Firewall Filtering Module
The Firewall performs filtering operation based on black 
list and Grey list.

2.5.1 Grey List
If attack is detected from an IP address for the first time, 
we can’t predict whether it is attacker or legitimate user. 

2.3.3.1 Initialization
Initialization population is created by randomly picking 
set on n threshold values for each attack or it can be taken 
from previous attack history.

2.3.3.2 Selection
For the first iteration selection pool is generated from the 
initialization pool. It will copy n individuals from the ini-
tialization pool and calculate each row’s rank and the one 
with high fitness is set as n+1th row. From the second itera-
tion onwards it takes the population from best n selection 
phase. 

2.3.3.3 Cross Over
Cross over phase first copies first n rows from selection 
phase. Then it selects 2 rows randomly from the current 
population and crosses over the features of these selected 
rows and set it as the n+1th row. Like this cross over phase 
generate 2n rows.

2.3.3.4 Mutation
Mutation phase first copies first n rows from crossover 
phase. Then it selects 1 row randomly from the current 
population and mutates any one or number of the features 
of this selected row and set it as the n+1th row. Like this 
mutation phase generate 2n rows

2.3.3.5 Best N Selection
This phase takes input from crossover phase. Calculate 
the fitness of each row using the fitness calculating equa- Figure 6. Casual loop diagram mathew.

Figure 5. Genetic algorithm flowchart mathew.
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So we will add this to Grey list and starts monitoring the 
activities of that particular IP.

2.5.2 Black List
If attack is detected from an IP in the grey list then we can 
confirm the presence of the attacker. So that IP will be 
added to the Black list.  

3.  Comparison with other 
Systems

3.1 Fuzzy Based Genetic Algorithm
Dynamic parametric genetic algorithm is given in the 
Figure 9.

Time complexity for this method will be more.

3.2  Bernoulli‘s Randomised Genetic 
Algorithm

Here initialization pool is designed by picking the values 
randomly. With 4 iterations set of threshold values are 
given in Figure 10.

Figure 7. Stock and flow diagram mathew.

Figure 8. Firewall filtering mathew.

Figure 9. Dynamic parametric genetic algorithm mathew.

Figure 10. A set of genetic threshold values with 4 
iterations mathew.

So as we increase the number of iterations we will get 
more optimized threshold values. But as the number of 
iterations increases time complexity will be increased.

4. Conclusion 
System Dynamic Based Genetic algorithm method to 
detect and filter http botnet attack has been studied. 

HTTP Botnet defence Mechanism Based on System 
Dynamics and Genetic Algorithm is for defending HTTP 
Botnet attacks. In Randomized Genetic Algorithm Based  
method1, initialization pool is designed randomly that 
will affect the system efficiency. Conversely, In SD Based 
genetic algorithm, Initialization pool is designed using 
a system dynamic’s concept. So that dynamicity of the 
attacker will be considered. Hence it will produce efficient 
detection.

It is further opined that rather than using simple GA, 
other types of Genetic algorithm and enhanced conver-
gence can lead to more optimized results.
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